Dear Lambda Mu Alumni,
The Lambda Mu Chapter is currently working on fundraising for events like
LEAD and Grand Chapter Congress as well as our campus events and
chapter funds! We are hoping each and every one of you are able to help
our chapter in some way.
Below we have included step-by-step instructions and videos for how to
donate through the Delta Sigma Pi website. Please be sure you choose
Lambda Mu under the "Investing In" section to make sure our chapter
receives theses funds.
When you give to the Leadership Foundation, you make a difference in the
lives of ambitious and enterprising business students. Your gift will be taxdeductible and help the Fraternity create exceptional leadership, extraordinary events, fund scholarships, and advance the work and mission of Delta
Sigma Pi. This is a great opportunity to contribute to the fraternity and still
be involved in our collegiate chapter!
We appreciate all donations, no matter the size. Every dollar counts! Please
feel free to contact us at dsplambdamualumni@gmail.com if you have any
questions. Thank you in advanced for contributing to our chapter.
Thank you for your time,

Ceara Costa

Adam Lee

VP of Alumni Relations
Delta Sigma Pi - Lambda Mu

VP of Fundraising
Delta Sigma Pi - Lambda Mu

Step-by-Step Instructions on How to Donate to
Delta Sigma Pi (Lambda Mu Chapter)
Start at www.dsp.org
1. Hover over “Foundation” then click on “Donate & Donor Profile”
2. Scroll down to “New Gift Information”
3. Input the "Desired Amount" and "Frequency" of your gift
4. Click the box for “Designate my gift for special interests"
5. Under "Designation" choose “Chapter Leadership Funds” from the drop down menu
6. For the “Investing In” portion, please find "Lambda Mu (Pacific (CA))"
7. Add optional comments or instructions
8. Provide your personal information
9. Continue inputting the billing and payment information
Hit “Submit"

